
Proof of Performance
The following pictures illustrate the core competencies of the Leica Q2 Monochrome. 
Let yourself be inspired and photograph your own black & white masterpieces. 

Resolution
With 42MP you’re able to crop or 

zoom in without quality loss.
Pay special attention to the roof shingles 

to demonstrate the sharpness. 
f 8 | 1/800s | ISO 200 

Resolution
With 42MP you’re able to recognize more details 
and overall sharpness.
Pay special attention to the clock in the marked 
area, you´re still able to read the time.
f 4 | 1/250s | ISO 640 

Low-Light Performance
With ISO up to 100000 you’re able to shoot out of 

hand even in low-light situations.
Pay special attention to the overall pleasant noise 

even by ISO 25000.
f 2 | 1/400s | ISO 25000 

Low-Light Comparison
State of the art with high ISO performance combined 
with a high resolution 42MP sensor.
Due to the monochrome sensor the low-light 
performance is even better as you can see in the 
comparison between Q2 Monochrom and Q2.
f 4 | 1/16000s | ISO 100000 (Q2 ISO 50000)



Dynamic range
With a high dynamic range you’re able to see 

even the finest gradations in the overall tones.
Pay special attention to the fine differentiation 

between all the light- middle- and dark-grey tones. 
f 4 | 1/60s | ISO 200 

Dynamic range
With a dynamic range of 13 steps you’re able to 
capture all details between highlights and deepest 
shadows.
Pay special attention to the spring where you´ll find
no over-exposure and no under-exposure.
f 5.6 | 1/50s| ISO 320 

Open Aperture
Even with open aperture, the Leica Q2 Monochrom

shows outstanding imaging performance 
and rich detail with a 42MP sensor.

Pay special attention to the detailed illustration 
of the half-timbered houses. 

f 2.0 | 1/5000s | ISO 200 

Leica Look
The large initial opening of 1:1.7 allows you to play 
with sharpness and blur and shows a stunning bokeh 
with excellent imaging performance and rich 
detailed sharpness.
f 1.7 | 1/250s | ISO 3200 
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Macro function
With the build in macro function you get a focus 

range from 30 cm up to 17 cm.
You are able to get a sense of the real size of the 

object due do the details and sharpness.

f 5.6 | 1/100s | ISO 800 

Crop function
The high sensor resolution with an integrated digital 
zoom, the Leica Q2 Monochrom covers an application 
range of up to 75 mm focal length.
You are able to get 4 different image statements from 
the same point of view in a good image quality.
f 8 | 1/500s | ISO 200

Filter selection
To enhance your creativity even more you can choose 
between 3 different filters: yellow, orange and green.

Yellow: light effects; softly darkens the sky
Orange: medium effects; good allrounder for 

landscape; darkens the sky and lightens the grass
Green: medium effects; darkens all red colours 
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